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4MCAD Pro 2005.12.xx.rar. 4.62. Keygen, Activator,â€¦. WinRar 2012 Crack.. 4MCAD Keygen 2010.4.0.. RC.I.ISUNI.OSUNI.XNI.ISUNI.OSUNI.XTNI.ISUNI.OSUNI.XNTI.ISUNI.OSUNI.XTSI.ISUNI.O1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a sliding member, a calking apparatus, and an optical apparatus. 2. Description of the Related Art The sliding member has been
heretofore applied to an optical apparatus such as a camera or a camera phone. As the optical apparatus of this type, an optical apparatus in which a rotational element is driven to slide in an optical axis direction is known (for example, see Patent Literature 1: JP-H11-132522-A). In the image pickup apparatus, a lens barrel and an image sensor are provided. In the lens
barrel, a driving pin is provided to slide in the optical axis direction. A rotational element is fixed to an optical frame that is provided at the end of the lens barrel. The rotational element is directly connected to the driving pin. The image sensor is provided to be slidable in the optical axis direction. A driving pin is provided to protrude from the image sensor. A rotational
element is fixed to an optical frame that is provided at the end of the lens barrel. The rotational element is connected to the driving pin via a connecting member. An optical apparatus is constructed by the lens barrel and the image sensor. The rotational element is provided at the end of the lens barrel. The rotational element is slid in the optical axis direction. Thus,
when the rotational element slides in the optical axis direction, the connecting member is constantly connected to the rotational element and the driving pin. Therefore, there is no time lag between the rotational element and the driving pin. Consequently, the image sensor and the lens barrel can be operated together. As a result, it is possible to reduce a size of the

optical apparatus. For example, when the image sensor is moved from a predetermined position, first, the rotational element is connected to the driving pin. Subsequently, the driving pin is further moved in the optical axis direction. Consequently, the image sensor can be moved in the optical axis
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